
Evan Miles Celebrates 2014 Graduation from
Centenary College

Evan Miles is a competitive bass

fisherman, competing in high-level

tournaments throughout the local

region. He enjoys the thrill of the

catch, and of surpassing his

competitors.

Evan Miles is now a college graduate, possessing a Bachelor

of Arts degree in Individualized Studies with a Concentration

in Criminal Justice and Sociology.

WEST ORANGE, NJ, USA, July 23, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/

-- 2014 was a banner year for Evan Miles, who is now

celebrating the beginnings of what should be a

promising and successful career in the professional

business community. Now equipped with a Bachelor of

Arts degree in Individualized Studies from Centenary

College, Evan Miles looks forward to not only continuing

his education, but to also becoming a successful and

notable professional; someone who progresses quickly

through the ranks of a professional organization or

institution.

Already an established success as both a high school and

college-level athlete, Miles has demonstrated an unwavering optimism and enthusiasm about

both life and seeking new experiences. Hardworking and dedicated, Evan Miles continues to be

an inspiration to friends, family, colleagues, opponents and coworkers, a person always willing to

go the extra mile in order to achieve his objectives and exceed both personal and professional

expectations.

Now a proud college graduate, Evan Miles looks forward to traveling down a road filled with

opportunity, one that will present many unique and often daunting challenges that will test him

both physically and mentally. He has always meet obstacle head on, and has the keen ability to

transform adversity into triumph, learning from every experience in order to build better and

brighter opportunities for the future.

A stand-out athlete at both Montclair High School and Centenary College, Evan Miles has

accumulated numerous athletic successes through both talent and hard work. champion,

athletic scholarship winner, school record holder and sportsmanship and community service

award winner, Evan Miles represented Montclair with both pride and distinction, quickly

establishing himself as premiere All-American athlete and team Captain for two years. He

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://en.gravatar.com/evanmilesus
http://vimeo.com/evanmiles
http://disqus.com/EvanMiles/


continued the tradition of winning and leadership at Centenary College, quickly rising to become

Captain of the school’s Men’s Cross Country team and establishing the school’s first ever bass

fishing club.

The President of the Centenary College Bass Fishing club, Evan Miles provides enthusiastic and

skilled leadership to those looking to pursue their interests in competitive bass fishing. The

consummate competitor, Evan Miles continues to participate in bass tournaments throughout

the region, exhibiting his skills and enthusiasm for the sport on a regular basis.

Evan Miles has also entered and completed multiple racing competitions, and has placed in the

top ten of runners in 8 separate occasions this season alone. Demonstrating a passion for

preparation and for competition, he shows the heart and intestinal fortitude needed to not only

be a viable running competitor, but to always overcome the tests of physical and mental

endurance that 5Ks present their participants. The 5Ks that Evan Miles has run in have raised

considerable amounts of money for worthy local causes.

A successful college athlete and academic, Evan Miles now faces a bright future in the

professional community. An innovative thinker, skilled problem solver and diligent worker, he

now begins down a road full of potential accomplishment and success. For Miles, the sky is truly

the limit, the opportunities boundless. He believes in never giving up, and to always fight for

what is right.

About: Evan Miles is a skilled and successful athlete, an ardent competitor and a recent

Centenary College graduate.
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